Illinois State University
Transfer Planning Guide
PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER EDUCATION MAJOR
Use in tandem with ISU general transfer guide

SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY AND RECREATION
(GPA is based on all courses taken, see Admissions note on transfer reference guide)

ISU Contacts:
Mindy Kinney, Academic Advisor
(Department of Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science) (Last Names A-K)
mdkinn2@ilstu.edu
309-438-5782

Daphyne L Walker, Academic Advisor
(Department of Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science) (Last Names L-Z)
dwalke@ilstu.edu
309 438-5782

 Minimum GPA required: 2.5/4.0 cumulative G.P.A; admission is competitive therefore a higher GPA is recommended.
 Apply EARLY - 1 year in advance of the semester entering.
 Must earn a C or better in ENG 121, 122; CMM 121.
 It is highly recommended that students pass the Test of Academic Proficiency (TAP) prior to entering ISU. This requirement can also be met by the SAT (1030 composite and a 450 critical reading & math and a minimum 450 in writing) or an ACT composite of 22 with writing (before 9/1/2015 writing score must be a minimum of 19 after 9/1/2015 writing score must be a minimum of 16). For more information please visit: https://education.illinoisstate.edu/teacher_education/gateway1/tap.php.
 This program takes a minimum of three years: please plan accordingly.

Physical Education Teacher Education
Follow the IAI General Education core in the CLC catalog and include the following recommended courses.

Communications: ENG 121; 122 or 126; CMM 121
Mathematics: Any IAI Math will meet requirement
Humanities/Fine Arts: Follow IAI (see note in Electives re: AMALI)
Physical/Life Sciences: PHY 120 or 121; Any IAI Life science will meet requirement
Social/Behavioral: PSY 121, PSY 222, third course that is not PSY (see note in Electives re: AMALI)
Electives: BIO 244 and 245*; Include one of the following to meet the AMALI requirement: ENG 246, 247; HUM 128, 129, 141; ANT 121, 221; GEG 122, 223, 123; HST 126, 127, 128, 245, 246; LAT 121; PHI 126, 221; PSC 222

*The PE Teacher Ed program requires completion of ISU’s BSC or KNR 181 and 182 (Human Physiology and Anatomy I and II) or their transfer equivalents (CLC’s BIO 244 and 245).

The College of Lake County Counseling Center produces this guide as an accommodation for students. Every effort is made to maintain accurate information; however, this information is subject to frequent change. Students should contact the four-year school to keep informed of changes, as final responsibility for verifying information rests with the student.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY CONTACT
Grayslake Counseling Center/A124, (847) 543-2060
Transfer Guides can be viewed online at http://www.clcillinois.edu/info/transfer